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The paper deals with quality measures of whole sets of rules extracted from data, as a
counterpart to more commonly used measures of individual rules. It sketches the typology
of rules extraction methods and of their rulesets, and recalls that quality measures for
whole sets of rules have been so far used only in the case of classiﬁcation rulesets. Then
three particular approaches to extending ruleset quality measures from classiﬁcation to
general rulesets are discussed. The paper also recalls the possibility to measure the depen-
dence of classiﬁcation rulesets on parameters of the classiﬁcation method by means of ROC
curves, and proposes a generalization of ROC curves to general rulesets. Finally, the
approach is illustrated on rulesets extracted with four important rules extraction methods
from the well-known iris data.
 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Logical formulas of speciﬁc kinds, usually called rules, are a traditional way of formally representing knowledge. There-
fore, it is not surprising that they are also the most frequent representation of the knowledge discovered in data mining.
Existing methods for rules extraction are based on a broad variety of paradigms and theoretical principles. However, meth-
ods relying on different underlying assumptions can lead to the extraction of different or even contradictory rulesets from
the same data. Moreover, the set of rules extracted with a particular method can substantially depend on some tunable
parameter or parameters of the method, such as signiﬁcance level, thresholds, dimensions, trade-off coefﬁcients, etc. For that
reason, it is desirable to have measures of various qualitative aspects of the extracted rulesets. So far, such measures are
available only for sets of classiﬁcation rules, and their dependence on tunable parameters can be described only for classi-
ﬁcation into two classes [1,2]. As far as more general kinds of rules are concerned, measures of quality have been proposed
only for individual rules [3–9], or for contrast sets of rules, which ﬁnally can be replaced with a single rule [10,11]; if a whole
ruleset is taken into consideration, then only as a context for measuring the quality of an individual rule [12,13].
This paper, which is an extended version of a talk at the ECSQARU 2007 conference [14], discusses three possible ways of
generalizing existing ruleset quality measures from classiﬁcation to general rulesets, as well as a generalization of the ROC
curves, which have been used for studying the dependence of classiﬁcation rulesets on method parameters. The proposed
generalizations are introduced in Section 5, after some preliminaries from fuzzy logic in the narrow sense are recalled in Sec-
tion 2, the typology and examples of rules extraction methods in Section 3, and examples of measures for classiﬁcation rule-
sets in Section 4. The paper concludes with an illustration of the proposed approaches on the well-known iris data.. All rights reserved.
orted by the Grant No. 201/08/0802 of the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic, and partially supported
ighly appreciated is the contribution of Vojta Hlaveš, who has run all the tests.
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In this section, some technical details pertaining to fuzzy logic are introduced, which will be needed in various parts of the
paper. This allows not to be burdened with them in the sequel, and to concentrate on ruleset quality measures instead. At the
same time, gathering all relevant fuzzy logic concepts at one place reveals more clearly that fuzzy logic is used in the narrow
sense in this paper [15], not in the broad sense of the fuzzy set theory.
Recall [16] that formulas of any fuzzy logic are built from variables (propositional or object variables), the truth constant 0
and the connectives conjunction & and implication!, possibly also quantiﬁers 8 and 9 (if a fuzzy predicate logic is considered),
and the truth evaluation kuk of a formula u is a value from [0,1], determined according to the following rules:
(i) the truth evaluation kuk depends on the values of the variables involved in the formula u (except for variables bound
by quantiﬁers); if a particular variable x is considered, then this dependence is frequently reﬂected using the notation
kukx;
(ii) k0k ¼ 0;
(iii) ku1&u2k ¼ ku1ktku2k, where t is a continuous t-norm; different t-norms determine different kinds of conjunctions;
(iv) ku1 ! u2k ¼ ku1k )t ku2k, where)t is the residuum of a continuous t-norm t, i.e., x)t y ¼maxfz 2 ½0;1 : xtz 6 yg;
different t-norms determine different implications;
(v) if a predicate logic is considered and a variable x has not been bound in u by a quantiﬁer, then k8xuk ¼ inf kukx and
k9xuk ¼ sup kukx, where the inﬁmum and supremum are taken over all possible values of x.
Besides conjunctions and implications, formulas of a fuzzy logic frequently contain various derived connectives, which are
used to shorten other, more complex formulas. Their best known examples are the negation :, with :u being a shorthand for
u! 0, and equivalence , with u1  u2 being a shorthand for ðu1 ! u2Þ&ðu2 ! u1Þ. Similarly, an additional truth constant
1 is used to shorten the formula 0 ! 0, for which k0 ! 0k ¼ 1, due to (ii) and (iv).
If all conjunctions and implications in all formulas of a fuzzy logic are of the same kind determined by a t-norm t, then due
to (iii)–(iv) this t-norm determines the truth evaluation kuk of every formula of the logic which can be reﬂected in using the
notation kukt for that evaluation. In the sequel, only such fuzzy logics will be considered. In particular, they include the three
fundamental fuzzy logics [16]:
 the Gödel logic, with t ¼ ^, the usual minimum of reals;
 the Łukasiewicz logic, with t ¼ Ł, the Łukasiewicz t-norm, which is deﬁned x Ł y ¼maxð0; xþ y 1Þ;
 the product logic, with t ¼ , the usual product of reals.
Among the plethora of results concerning formulas of fuzzy logic and their truth evaluations, several will be needed to
prove Proposition 1 in Section 6. They are gathered in the following two lemmas, concluding this section.
Lemma 1. Let u be an arbitrary formula of a fuzzy logic, and let all conjunctions & and implications! in formulas of the logic be
determined by a t-norm t. Recalling that a number x 2 ½0;1 is called idempotent element of t if xtx ¼ x, denoteIt ¼ f½a; b  ½0;1 : b > a&a; b are idempotent elements of t
& ð8x 2 ða; bÞÞx is not an idempotent element of tg: ð1ÞThen
(a) u&:u! 0, which in terms of truth evaluations means kukttk:ukt ¼ 0;
(b) ð8x; y 2 ½0;1Þ if ð8I 2 ItÞfx; ygå I, then xty ¼ x ^ y;
(c) the restriction ðI; tÞ of ð½0;1; tÞ to an interval I 2 It is isomorphic either to ð½0;1; Þ or to ð½0;1; ŁÞ;
(d) in the Łukasiewicz logic, ::u  u, which in terms of truth evaluations means k::ukŁ ¼ kukŁ ;
(e) in Gödel, Łukasiewicz and product logic, the negation is evaluatedk:ukŁ ¼ 1 kukŁ ; k:uk^ ¼ k:uk ¼
1 if kuk ¼ 0;
0 else:

ð2ÞProof. (a) The tautology u&:u! 0 has been proved in Lemma 2.2.12. of [16]. Since it is a tautology,
1 ¼ ku&:u! 0k ¼ maxfz 2 ½0;1 : kuktk:uktz 6 0g; ð3Þ
which implies kuktk:uk ¼ 0.(b) and (c) have been proved in Theorem 2.1.16 of [16].
(d) The tautology ::u  u has been proved in Lemma 3.1.1 of [16]. An equivalence is a tautology if and only if the truth
evaluations of both equivalent formulas are the same, hence k::ukŁ ¼ kukŁ .
(e) Computing the residuum of ^, Ł and  yields:
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1 if x 6 y;
y if x > y;

ð4Þ
x)Ł y ¼
1 if x 6 y;
1 xþ y if x > y;

ð5Þ
x) y ¼
1 if x 6 y;
y
x if x > y:
(
ð6ÞApplying (4)–(6) to x ¼ kuk, y ¼ 0 yields (2). h
Lemma 2. Let u, t and It have the same meaning as in Lemma 1. Then there exist a constant c 2 ð0;1 and a strictly increasing
bijective mapping g : ½0; c ! ½0;1 such thatkukt þ k:ukt 6 max maxx2½0;cðxþ g
1ð1 gðxÞÞÞ;1
 
: ð7ÞProof. If kukt and k:ukt do not belong to the same I 2 It , then according to Lemma 1(a) and (b),
kukt ^ k:ukt ¼ kukttk:ukt ¼ 0, which entailskukt þ k:ukt 6 1: ð8Þ
On the other hand, if kukt ; k:ukt 2 I 2 It , then the fact that minðIÞ is an idempotent element of t implies0 6 minðIÞ ¼minðIÞtminðIÞ 6 kukttk:ukt ¼ 0; ð9Þ
thus minðIÞ ¼ 0, i.e., I ¼ ½0; c with c > 0. First, consider the case that there exists an isomorphism iP of ðI; tÞ onto ð½0;1; Þ.
Thenkuk  k:uk ¼ iPðkuktÞ  iPðk:uktÞ ¼ iPðkukttk:uktÞ ¼ iPð0Þ ¼ 0: ð10Þ
Hence, minðkuk; k:ukÞ ¼ 0, which implies also minðkukt ; k:uktÞ ¼ 0, entailing again the inequality (8). Finally, if there ex-
ists an isomorphism iŁ of ðI; tÞ to ð½0;1; ŁÞ, then due to Lemma 1(d),iŁðk::uktÞ ¼ k::ukŁ ¼ kukŁ ¼ iŁðkuktÞ; thusk::ukt ¼ kukt : ð11Þ
Since uwas an arbitrary formula fulﬁlling kukt ; k:ukt 2 ½0; c, (11) implies that the truth evaluation of negation correspond-
ing to the restriction of t to ½0; c is an involution. According to Proposition 2.38 of [17], there exists a strictly increasing bijec-
tive mapping g : ½0; c ! ½0;1 such that for any u with kukt ; k:ukt 2 ½0; c,k:ukt ¼ g1ð1 gðkuktÞÞ 6maxx2½0;cðg
1ð1 gðxÞÞÞ: ð12ÞCombining (8) and (12) already yields (7). 3. Methods for the extraction of rules from data
3.1. Typology of rules extraction methods
The most natural base for differentiating between existing rules extraction methods is the syntax and semantics of the ex-
tracted rules. Syntactical differences between them are, however, not very deep since principally, any rule r from a ruleset R
has one of the forms Sr  S0r , or Ar ! Cr , where Sr , S0r , Ar and Cr are formulas of the considered logic, and ,! are symbols of
the language of that logic. The difference between both forms concerns semantic properties of the symbols  and!: Sr  S0r
is symmetric with respect to Sr , S
0
r in the sense that its validity always coincides with that of S
0
r  Sr whereas Ar ! Cr is not
symmetric with respect to Ar , Cr in that sense. In the case of a propositional logic,  and ! are the connectives equivalence
ðÞ and implication, respectively, whereas in the case of a predicate logic, they are generalized quantiﬁers. To distinguish the
formulas involved in the asymmetric case, Ar is called antecedent and Cr consequent of r.
More important is the semantic of the rules (cf. [6]), especially the difference between rules of the Boolean logic and rules of
a fuzzy logic. Due to the semantics of Boolean and fuzzy formulas, the former are valid for crisp sets of objects, whereas the
validity of the latter is a fuzzy set on the universe of all considered objects. Boolean rulesets are extracted more frequently,
especially some speciﬁc types of them, such as classiﬁcation rulesets [1,8]. Those are sets of implications such that fArgr2R and
fCrgr2R partition the set O of considered objects, where f	gr2R stands for the set of distinct formulas in ð	Þr2R. Abandoning the
requirement that fArgr2R partitions O (at least in the sense of a crisp partitioning) allows to generalize those rulesets also to
fuzzy antecedents [18]. For Boolean antecedents, however, this requirement entails a natural deﬁnition of the validity of a
whole classiﬁcation ruleset R for an object x. Assuming that all information about x conveyed by R is conveyed by the single
rule r covering x (i.e., with Ar valid for x), the validity of R for x can be deﬁned to coincide with the validity of Ar ! Cr for that
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ered by two rules with different consequents, even not in the case when the consequents are assignments to classes.
As far as Boolean predicate logic is concerned, generalized quantiﬁers both for symmetric and for asymmetric rules were
studied in the 1970s within the framework of the observational logic [19], which is a Boolean predicate logic with generalized
quantiﬁers. For a set of data about n objects, the truth evaluation of the Boolean predicate u on those objects is a vector
kuk 2 f0;1gn, whereas the truth evaluation of a formula ðQxÞðu1ðxÞ; . . . ;umðxÞÞ consisting of m Boolean predicates
u1; . . . ;um and an m-ary generalized quantiﬁer Q is the function valuekðQxÞðu1ðxÞ; . . . ;umðxÞÞk ¼ TfQ ðku1k; . . . ; kumkÞ ð13Þof a f0;1g-valued function TfQ on the set of m-column binary matrices, which is called truth function of the quantiﬁer Q.
Observational logic underlies one of the earliest methods for the extraction of general rules from data, called General Unary
Hypotheses Automaton (GUHA). In GUHA, the truth function TfQ of a generalized quantiﬁer Q is always a function of the 4-
fold tableð14ÞHence, TfQ is a f0;1g-valued function on quadruples of non-negative integers. For symmetric rules, GUHA uses quantiﬁers
fulﬁllinga0 P a & b0 6 b & c0 6 c & d0 P d & TfQ ða; b; c; dÞ ¼ 1 ! TfQ ða0; b0; c0;d0Þ ¼ 1: ð15Þ
They are called associational quantiﬁers. For asymmetric rules, it uses quantiﬁers fulﬁlling the stronger conditiona0 P a & b0 6 b & TfQ ða; b; c; dÞ ¼ 1! TfQ ða0; b0; c0; d0Þ ¼ 1; ð16Þ
and are called implicational quantiﬁers. This condition covers also the frequently encountered association rules [6,20–22]
(since methods for the extraction of association rules have been developed outside the framework of observational logic,
the terminology is a bit confusing here: although associational rules are asymmetric, their name evokes the quantiﬁers
for the symmetric ones).
Orthogonally to the typology according to the semantics of the extracted rules, all extraction methods can be divided into
two large groups:
 Methods that extract logical rules from data directly, without any intermediate formal representation of the discovered
knowledge. Such methods have always formed the mainstream of the extraction of Boolean rules: from the observational
logic methods [19] and the method AQ [23,24] in the late 1970s, through the extraction of association rules [20–22] and
the method CN2 [25], relying on a paradigm similar to that of AQ, to methods based on rough sets [26,27], inductive logic
programming [28,29] and genetic algorithms [30]. They include also important methods for fuzzy rules, in particular ANFIS
[31,32] and NEFCLASS [33,34], fuzzy generalizations of observational logic [35,36] and a recent method based on the theory
of evaluative linguistic expressions [37].
 Methods that employ some intermediate representation of the extracted knowledge, useful by itself. This group includes
two important kinds of methods: classiﬁcation trees [38,39] and methods based on artiﬁcial neural networks (ANN). The lat-
ter are used both for Boolean and for fuzzy rules [40–42] (cf. also the survey papers [43,44]).
3.2. Important examples of rules extraction methods
In this subsection, the basic principles of four important rules extraction methods will be recalled. Their choice attempts
to reﬂect the various aspects of the differences within the spectrum of the existing methods. In particular:
 the methods 1–3 extract Boolean rules, the method 4 fuzzy rules;
 among the Boolean methods, the method 1 extracts classiﬁcation rules, the method 2 predicate rules with an associational
quantiﬁer, and the method 3 predicate rules with an implicational quantiﬁer;
 the methods 2 and 3 are direct methods without an intermediate representation, the method 1 is a classiﬁcation tree
method, and the method 4 is ANN-based:(1) The method CART [38] recursively partitions data with axis-orthogonal hyperplanes, where the choice between differ-
ent partitions relies on some impurity index, based on estimates p^ðcjvÞ of the conditional probability that an object in
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used, with the impurity index being either the Gini index
P
c – c0 p^ðcjvÞp^ðc0jvÞ, or the deviance 
P
p^ðcjvÞ ln p^ðcjvÞ.
(2) The Fisher quantiﬁer Fa, a 2 ð0;1Þ has its truth function TfFa deﬁned in such a way that the rule SrFaS
0
r is valid exactly
for those data for which statistical testing of the null hypothesis of independence of Sr and S
0
r against the alternative of
their positive dependence with the one-tailed Fisher exact test leads to rejecting the null hypothesis on the signiﬁ-
cance level a [19]. Hence,Fig. 1.
and 1 o
equivalTfFaða; b; c; dÞ ¼
1 iff ad > bc &
Paþminðb;cÞ
i¼a
aþ c
i
 
bþ d
aþ b i
 
aþ bþ c þ d
aþ b
  6 a;
0 else:
8>>><
>>>:
ð17ÞFor testing, the implementation in the LISP-Miner system [45] was used.
(3) The quantiﬁer founded implication !s;h, s; h 2 ð0;1, has its truth function Tf!s;h deﬁned in such a way that the rule
Ar!s;hCr is valid exactly for those data for which the conditional probability pðCrjArÞ of the validity of Cr conditioned
on Ar , estimated with the unbiased estimate aaþb, is at least h, whereas Ar and Cr are simultaneously valid in at least the
proportion s of the data [19]. Hence,Tf!s;h ¼
1 iff aaþbP h &
a
aþbþcþdP s;
0 else:

ð18ÞAs was pointed out in [46], rules with this quantiﬁer are actually association rules with support s and conﬁdence h.
Also in this case, the implementation in LISP-Miner was used for testing.
(4) An ANN-based method for the extraction of rules of any fuzzy propositional logic that was proposed in [47]. It extracts
always a single rule Sr  S0r with atomic S0r and Sr in disjunctive normal form (DNF), each atom of which contains a
single object variable modelled with a ﬁnitely-parametrized fuzzy set (e.g., Gaussian, triangular, sigmoid). The archi-
tecture of the ANN reﬂects the construction of the Sr . An example output of such ANN is depicted in Fig. 1. For testing,
the method has been implemented in MATLAB [47].
4. Existing measures for classiﬁcation rulesets
Since sets of classiﬁcation rules (even rules with fuzzy antecedents) are the output of classiﬁcation systems, methods
assessing the quality of those systems can be employed also as quality measures for classiﬁcation rulesets. A survey of such
measures has been given in the monograph [1]. All measures have been divided there into four groups: inaccuracy, impre-
cision, inseparability and resemblance. Space limitation allows to recall here only the main representatives of the two more
important groups:A 2-dimensional cut for the dimensions x3 and x4 of the graph of a mapping computed by a neural network with 12 input neurons, 5 hidden neurons
utput neuron, each input of which corresponds to a variable modelled with a Gaussian fuzzy set, whereas the output returns the truth grade of the
ent formulas.
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set. Its most frequently encountered representative is the quadratic score (also called Brier score):Inacc ¼ 1jOj
X
x2O
X
C2fCrgr2R
ðdCðxÞ  d^CðxÞÞ2; ð19Þwhere j j denotes cardinality, O is the considered set of objects, dCðxÞ 2 f0;1g is the validity of the formula C for a variable x
with values in O, and d^CðxÞ is the agreement between C and the class predicted for x by R. Hence, d^CðxÞ ¼maxCr¼CkArkx.
Imprecision measures the discrepancy between the probability distribution of the classes, conditioned on the values of
attributes occurring in antecedents, and the class predicted by the ruleset. Its most common representative isImpr ¼ 1jOj
X
x2O
X
C2fCrgr2R
ðdCðxÞ  d^CðxÞÞð1 d^CðxÞÞ2: ð20ÞThe rulesets that a particular method extracts from given data can substantially depend on values of various parameters of
the method, such as tree depth or size for the CART method, signiﬁcance level for the Fisher quantiﬁer, support and conﬁ-
dence for association rules, or the number of hidden neurons and parameters of the input fuzzy sets for the ANN-based
method proposed in [47]. Then also the results of applying quality measures to the ruleset depend on those parameter val-
ues. So far, the inﬂuence of parameter values has been systematically studied only for dichotomous classiﬁcation when
R ¼ fA ! C;:A ! :Cg. In that case, putting Ar ¼ A;Cr ¼ C allows the information about the validity of A and C for O to be
again summarized by means of the 4-fold table (14), which then also depends on the parameter values. The inﬂuence of
the parameter values on the result of dichotomous classiﬁcation is usually investigated by means of the measures sensitivity
¼ aaþc and speciﬁcity ¼ dbþd [1]. Connecting points (1-speciﬁcity,sensitivity) ¼ ð bbþd ; aaþcÞ for the considered parameter values
forms a curve with graph in the unit square, called receiver operating characteristic (ROC), due to the area where such curves
have ﬁrst been in routine use. In machine learning, a modiﬁed version of those curves has been proposed, in which the points
connected for considered parameter values are ðb; aÞ [2]. The graph of such a curve then lies in the rectangle with vertices
ð0;0Þ and ðbþ d; aþ cÞ, and is called coverage graph.
The graphs of ROC curves and coverage graphs can provide information about the inﬂuence of parameter values not only
on the sensitivity and speciﬁcity, but also on other measures. It is sufﬁcient to complement the graph with isolines of the
measure and to investigate their intersections with the original curve [2].
5. Three different generalizations
In the particular case of classiﬁcation rulesets with Boolean antecedents, some algebra allows to substantially simplify
(19) and (20):Inacc ¼ 2jO
j
jOj ¼ 1
jOþj  jOj
jOj ; Impr ¼
jOj
jOj ¼ 1
jOþj
jOj ; ð21ÞwhereOþ ¼ fx 2 O : R is valid for xg; O ¼ fx 2 O : R is not valid for xg: ð22Þ
This not only shows that, in the case of Boolean antecedents, Impr ¼ 12 Inacc, thus the quadratic score is sufﬁcient to describe
also the imprecision, but also suggests an approach how to extend those measures to general rulesets: to use (21) and (22) as
the deﬁnition of measures (19) and (20) in their case. More generally, any measure of quality of classiﬁcation rulesets with
Boolean antecedents (e.g., any measure surveyed in [1]) that can be reformulated by means of Oþ and/or O, can be extended
in such a way that the reformulation is used as the deﬁnition of that measure for general rulesets.
For sets of asymmetric rules, also the notion of covering an object by a rule, which was recalled in Section 3, can be gen-
eralized. Notice, however, that for fuzzy antecedents, the validity of Ar , r 2 R is a fuzzy set on O. Consequently, the set OR of
objects covered by R is a fuzzy set on O with the membership functionlRðxÞ ¼ kð9r 2 RÞArkx ¼maxr2R kArkx: ð23ÞObserve that according to (23), OR ¼ O for classiﬁcation rulesets with Boolean antecedents. Therefore, various generaliza-
tions of classiﬁcation measures to general rulesets of asymmetric rules are possible: wherever O occurs in the deﬁnition
of a measure for classiﬁcation rulesets, either O or OR can occur in a generalization of that deﬁnition, provided OR – ;.
For example, both measuresImpr1 ¼ 1
jOþj
jOj and Impr2 ¼ 1
jOþj
jORj ; ð24Þwhere in generaljORj ¼
X
x2O
lRðxÞ ð25Þare generalizations of (20).
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jOþj þ jOj ¼ jORj ¼ jOj ð26Þholds, then the relationships between the inaccuracy and imprecision measures in (38) and (39) becomes as simple as in
(21):Impr1 ¼ Impr2 ¼
1
2
Inacc: ð27ÞTo allow uniﬁed treatment of symmetric and asymmetric rules, the concept of covering an object by a rule will be extended
also to symmetric rules, in such a way that an object x is covered by Sr  S0r if either Sr or S0r is valid for x. Hence, a counterpart
of (23) for a set R of symmetric rules is a fuzzy set with the membership functionlRðxÞ ¼ kð9r 2 RÞðSr _ S0rÞkx ¼maxr2R maxðkSrkx; kS
0
rkxÞ: ð28ÞAccording to (22), the proposed way of extending measures of quality from classiﬁcation rulesets with Boolean antecedents
to general rulesets requires to generalize the concept of validity of a general ruleset for an object. However, there are multi-
ple possibilities for such a generalization. Indeed, at least any of the following three approaches is feasible.5.1. Boolean validity of a ruleset based on simultaneous validity of all covering rules
According to this approach, the validity of a ruleset R for a covered object x is a Boolean property expressing the simul-
taneous validity of all rules that cover x. Consequently, the sets Oþ and O deﬁned in (22) are crisp setsOþ ¼ fx 2 O : lRðxÞ > 0 &ð8r 2 RÞkr covers x&r is valid for xk ¼ kr covers xkg; ð29Þ
O ¼ fx 2 O : lRðxÞ > 0&ð9r 2 RÞkr covers x&r is valid for xk < kr covers xkg; ð30Þ
where kr covers xk ¼ kðSr _ S
0
rÞkx for symmetric rules;
kArkx for asymmetric rules;
(
ð31Þ
and similarly kr covers x & r is valid for xk ¼ kðSr _ S
0
rÞ&rkx for symmetric rules;
kAr&rkx for asymmetric rules:
(
ð32ÞThe following consequences of this approach are worth noticing:
(i) It is immaterial how the truth grade krkx of a rule r being valid for an object x is evaluated (thus also how k:rkx is
evaluated).
(ii) If lRðxÞ ¼ 0, then x R Oþ [ O.
(iii) For classiﬁcation rulesets with Boolean antecedents, the validity of R for an object x coincides with the deﬁnition in
Section 3 because in that case, there is exactly one rule that covers x.
5.2. Boolean validity of a ruleset based on the validity of the majority of covering rules
According to this approach, the validity of a ruleset R for a covered object x is a Boolean property expressing the validity
of most of the rules that cover x. Consequently, the sets Oþ and O in (22) are crisp setsOþ ¼ x 2 O : lRðxÞ > 0 &
X
r2R
kr covers x & r is valid for xk >
X
r2R
kr covers x & : r is valid for xk
( )
; ð33Þ
O ¼ x 2 O : lRðxÞ > 0 &
X
r2R
kr covers x & r is valid for xk 6
X
r2R
kr covers x & : r is valid for xk
( )
; ð34Þwhere the truth grade kr covers & : r is valid for xk is again evaluated according to (32), replacing r with :r. Observe that
also this approach has the above consequences (i)–(iii), the last one again due to the fact that there is exactly one rule cov-
ering x.
5.3. Fuzzy validity of a ruleset based on the relative validity of covering rules
In this case, the validity of a ruleset R for a covered object x is a fuzzy property expressing the ratio of the validity of rules
fromR for x to the covering of xwith those rules. Consequently, the sets Oþ and O are fuzzy sets on Owith memberships lþ
and l, respectively, such that if lRðxÞ > 0,
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P
r2Rkr covers x & r is valid for xkP
r2Rkr covers xjk
; ð35Þ
lðxÞ ¼
P
r2Rkr covers x & : r is valid for xkP
r2Rkr covers xjk
; ð36Þwhere the involved truth grades are again evaluated according to (31) and (32). Moreover, (35) and (36) will be comple-
mented with the deﬁnition lþðxÞ ¼ lðxÞ ¼ 0 if lRðxÞ ¼ 0, to get again the validity of (ii) above, whereas (i) and (iii) are con-
sequences also of this approach.
The fact that OR, Oþ and O are fuzzy sets implies that whenever jORj, jOþj or jOj occur in the deﬁnitions of quality mea-
sures for Boolean classiﬁcation rulesets, fuzzy cardinalities have to be used in their extensions to general rulesets.
Consequently,jOþj ¼
X
x2O
lþðxÞ; jOj ¼
X
x2O
lðxÞ: ð37ÞHence, the measure (19) now turns toInacc ¼ 1
P
x2OðlþðxÞ  lðxÞÞ
jOj ; ð38Þdue to (22), whereas (25) turns toImpr1 ¼ 1
P
x2OlþðxÞ
jOj ; Impr2 ¼ 1
P
x2OlþðxÞP
x2OlRðxÞ
: ð39Þ6. Extensions of ROC curves to more general kinds of rules
Observe that in the case of Boolean classiﬁcation with R ¼ fA ! C;:A ! :Cg, the information about the validity of R for
objects x 2 O can be also viewed as information about the validity of a ruleset R0 ¼ fA ! Cg. However, R0 is not any more a
classiﬁcation ruleset, but only a general one, which can be described only by means of the above introduced sets OR, Oþ, O.
In particular, jOþj ¼ a and jOj ¼ b, which suggests the possibility to generalize coverage graphs introduced in Section 4 to
general rulesets by means of a curve connecting points ðjOj; jOþjÞ for each of the considered parameter values. For a gener-
alization of ROC curves to general rulesets, those points have to be scaled to the unit square. Since the resulting curve will be
used to investigate the dependence on parameter values, the scaling factor itself must be independent of those values. The
only available factor fulﬁlling this condition is the number of objects, jOj (the other available factors, jORj, jOþj and jOj de-
pend on the truth evaluations kSrk and kS0rk, or kArk and kCrk, which in turn depend on the parameter values). Consequently,
the proposed generalization of ROC curves will connect points jO
j
jOj ;
jOþj
jOj
 
.
For the applicability of such a generalization of ROC curves, the following proposition can be quite useful:
Proposition 1. Let the covering of individual objects with individual rules be a Boolean property (i.e., the set of rules covering a
particular object x be a crisp subset of R). Then irrespectively of which of the above approaches to ruleset validity is adopted, there
always exists a constant c 2 ð0;1 and a strictly increasing bijective mapping g : ½0; c ! ½0;1 such thatjOþj þ jOj 6 max max
x2½0;c
ðxþ g1ð1 gðxÞÞÞ;1
 
jOj: ð40ÞMoreover, in the particular cases of Boolean logic and of all three fundamental fuzzy logics (Gödel, Łukasiewicz, product), (40) holds
with c ¼ 1 and g equal to identity:jOþj þ jOj 6 jOj: ð41ÞThus in those cases, the points jO
j
jOj ;
jOþj
jOj
 
forming the generalization of ROC curves, lie below the diagonal ð½0;1; ½1;0Þ.
Proof. Denote Rx ¼ fr 2 R : r covers xg. According to the assumption of the proposition, Rx is crisp. Putting a crisp set into
(qmp)–(qmn) simpliﬁes them tolþðxÞ ¼
P
r2Rxkrk
jRxj ; lðxÞ ¼
P
r2Rxk:rk
jRxj : ð42ÞCombining (42) with (37) and with Lemma 2 applied to the choice u ¼ r 2 R already yields the inequality (40). Similarly,
applying Lemma 1(e) to the choice u ¼ r 2 R giveskrkt þ k:rkt 6 1; ð43Þ
which in combination with (37) and (42) entails the inequality (41). 
Fig. 2. Isolines of the three measures introduced in (38) and (39), drawn with respect to the coordinates jO
j
jOj ;
jOþj
jOj
 
of points forming the proposed
generalization of ROC curves.
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of the considered measure are constructed in that area. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, together with isolines of the three example
measures introduced in (38) and (39). Observe that the isolines of Impr2 depend on the relationship between the three car-
dinalities jOþj ¼Px2OlþðxÞ, jOj ¼Px2OlðxÞ and jORj ¼Px2OlRðxÞ. The isolines depicted in Fig. 2(c) correspond to the rela-
tionship jORj ¼ jOþj þ jOj, which is true in Łukasiewicz logic (and in particular also in Boolean logic). In the delimited area,
the intersections of the isolines with the curve can be subsequently searched, like in the case of traditional ROC curves. In
addition, that area allows to obtain an upper bound to the area under the curve (AUC), which can serve as a particular quality
measure [1,18].
7. Illustration using Fisher iris data
The three approaches proposed in Section 5 were so far tested for six rules extraction methods, including the four meth-
ods recalled in Section 3. Testing was performed on three benchmark data sets, as well as on data from one real-world
knowledge discovery task [48]. The results of testing will now be illustrated on the best known benchmark set, the iris data,
originally used in 1930s by Fisher [49].
As to the methods recalled in Section 3, the method CART was used with trees of 2–6 leaves, each combined with Gini
index and deviance, the Fisher quantiﬁer with 5 signiﬁcance levels, the founded implication with combinations of 10 values
of s and 7 values of h, and the ANN-based method from [47] with combinations of 2–4 hidden neurons and 3 particular fuzzy
sets modelling input variables, each of them interpreted in Łukasiewicz and in product-Łukasiewicz logic. All three ap-
proaches were tested for the considered methods extracting Boolean rules, i.e., the method CART, the founded implication
and the Fisher quantiﬁer. In addition, the fuzzy approach described in Section 5.3 was tested also for the ANN-based method
extracting fuzzy logic rules.
Whereas each rule extracted with the ANN-based method deﬁnes a speciﬁc atomic fuzzy concept described with the
equivalent DNF, the three Boolean methods were used to extract traditional rules for the iris data, concerning relationships
between the values of their descriptive attributes (length and width of petals and sepals) and the kind of iris, i.e., such rules
as 1 cm 6 petal length 6 3 cm?Setosa, or 1 cm 6 petal length 6 3 cm & 1 mm 6 petal width 6 6 mm  Setosa. The
fact that in each such rule, Cr , Sr or Sr is an assignment to values of the classiﬁcation attribute kind of iris could superﬁcially
lead to the impression that all three methods actually extracted classiﬁcation rules from the iris data. Needless to say, that
impression is false: recall from Section 3 that among the considered methods, only CART extracts classiﬁcation rules,
whereas the rules extracted by the other three methods are more general. To decrease the probability that such an impres-
sion can arise, also rules concerning relationships between the values of different descriptive attributes were extracted by
means of the Fisher quantiﬁer. Examples of such extracted rules were:4:8 cm 6 petal length 6 6:7 cm & 1 mm 6 petal width 6 25 mm F0:1% 6:3 cm 6 sepal length 6 7:9 cm;
4:8 cm 6 petal length 6 6:7 cm F1% 6:3 cm 6 sepal length 6 7:9 cm;
1 mm 6 petal width 6 3 mm F5% 31 mm 6 sepal width 6 44 mm:For the split of the data into training and test set, a 10-fold cross validation was employed. Consequently, always
10  ð2  5þ 2  5þ 10  7Þ ¼ 900 rulesets were extracted with the considered methods from the iris data using the Boolean
approaches described in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, whereas 900þ 10  2  3  3 ¼ 1080 rulesets were extracted using the fuzzy
approaches described in Section 5.3.
Results obtained when applying the measures introduced in (38) and (39) to the extracted rulesets are given in
Tables 1–3. When using cross validation, the reported results are average values over all folds of evaluating the ruleset qual-
ity with that part of data that served as test data in the respective fold (whereas serving as training data in the remaining
folds). For the founded implication only 10 example combinations of the values of s and h have been included, from among
the 70 combinations with which the method was tested. For that method, the obtained results of all three measures, Inacc,
Impr1, and Impr2 are given. In all other case, the values of Impr1 are sufﬁcient. The number of rules in a CART ruleset equals
the number of leaves of the tree, and with the ANN-based method, always one DNF rule is extracted. On the other hand, the
Table 1
Average results obtained for the rulesets extracted from the iris data with Boolean methods from Section 3 using the approach described in Section 5.1.
CART
Leaves 2 3 4 5 6
Gini index Impr1 0.40 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.16
Deviance Impr1 0.40 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.16
Fisher quantiﬁer
Signiﬁcance level a (%) 0.1 0.5 1 5 10
Description vs. kind of iris Impr1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Only descriptive attributes Impr1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Founded implication
s h Inacc Impr1 Impr2 s h Inacc Impr1 Impr2
0.03 0.8 0.38 0.19 0.19 0.07 0.8 0.28 0.28 0.14
0.03 0.9 0.21 0.11 0.10 0.07 0.85 0.21 0.11 0.10
0.05 0.8 0.36 0.18 0.18 0.09 0.6 1.0 0.5 0.5
0.05 0.85 0.25 0.13 0.12 0.09 0.7 0.43 0.22 0.21
0.05 0.9 0.21 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.8 0.17 0.10 0.07
Table 2
Average results obtained for the rulesets extracted from the iris data with Boolean methods from Section 3 using the approach described in Section 5.2.
CART
Leaves 2 3 4 5 6
Gini index Impr1 0.40 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.16
Deviance Impr1 0.40 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.16
Fisher quantiﬁer
Signiﬁcance level a (%) 0.1 0.5 1 5 10
Description vs. kind of iris Impr1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Only descriptive attributes Impr1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Founded implication
s h Inacc Impr1 Impr2 s h Inacc Impr1 Impr2
0.03 0.8 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.8 0.10 0.05 0.05
0.03 0.9 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.07 0.85 0.07 0.04 0.03
0.05 0.8 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.09 0.6 0.14 0.07 0.07
0.05 0.85 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.09 0.7 0.09 0.05 0.04
0.05 0.9 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.09 0.8 0.07 0.05 0.02
Table 3
Average results obtained for the rulesets extracted from the iris data with methods from Section 3 using the approach described in Section 5.3.
CART
Leaves 2 3 4 5 6
Gini index Impr1 0.40 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.16
Deviance Impr1 0.40 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.16
Fisher quantiﬁer
Signiﬁcance level a (%) 0.1 0.5 1 5 10
Description vs. kind of iris Impr1 0.24 0.25 0.26 0.27 0.27
Only descriptive attributes Impr1 0.21 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.22
Founded implication
s h Inacc Impr1 Impr2 s h Inacc Impr1 Impr2
0.03 0.8 0.14 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.8 0.12 0.06 0.06
0.03 0.9 0.11 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.85 0.11 0.06 0.05
0.05 0.8 0.12 0.06 0.06 0.09 0.6 0.32 0.16 0.16
0.05 0.85 0.11 0.06 0.05 0.09 0.7 0.21 0.11 0.10
0.05 0.9 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.09 0.8 0.11 0.07 0.04
ANN-based method [47]
Logic Łukasiewicz Product-Łukasiewicz
Number of hidden neurons 2 3 4 2 3 4
Gaussian input Impr1 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.69 0.69 0.69
Triangular input 0.20 0.20 0.18 0.11 0.18 0.18
Sigmoid input 0.30 0.25 0.25 0.69 0.69 0.68
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Table 4
Average number of rules in the rulesets extracted from the iris data with the Fisher quantiﬁer and the founded implication.
Fisher quantiﬁer
Rules at signiﬁcance level a (%) 0.1 0.5 1 5 10
Description vs. kind of iris 77.4 104.6 111.8 151 158
Only descriptive attributes 159.2 228.6 277.6 427.6 520.8
s h Rules s h Rules
Founded implication
0.03 0.8 100 0.07 0.8 45.7
0.03 0.9 83.5 0.07 0.85 43.1
0.05 0.8 71.7 0.09 0.6 35.2
0.05 0.85 66.5 0.09 0.7 31.6
0.05 0.9 59.8 0.09 0.8 29.3
Fig. 3. Generalized ROC curves for rulesets extracted from the iris data by means of the founded implication with h ¼ 0:9 and a varying s (top), and with
s ¼ 0:15 and a varying h (bottom).
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878 M. Holenˇa / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 50 (2009) 867–879size of rulesets extracted using the Fisher quantiﬁer or the founded implication can vary considerably. Therefore, the number
of extracted rules, again averaged over the 10-fold cross validation, has been reported for those two methods in Table 4.
Finally, Fig. 3 shows two examples of the proposed generalization of ROC curves for rules extracted from the iris data by
means of the founded implication, both with a ﬁxed h and a varying s, and with a ﬁxed s and a varying h. The coordinates
jOj
jOj ;
jOþj
jOj
 
in this ﬁgure were computed using the approach described in Section 5.3.
Apart from conﬁrming the expectation that the most precise assignment of the classiﬁcation attribute kind of iris is
achieved with a speciﬁc classiﬁcation method, i.e., the method CART, the presented results support the following
observations:
(i) The approach based on simultaneous validity of all covering rules, described in Section 5.1, is sometimes too strict, in
the sense that the obtained values of inaccuracy and imprecision are unrealistically high. On the other hand, the
approach based on the majority of covering rules, described in Section 5.2 is sometimes too weak, in the sense that
the obtained values of inaccuracy and imprecision are unrealistically low. Finally, the values obtained using the fuzzy
approach described in Section 5.3 not only never exceed those obtained using the approach based on simultaneous
validity of all covering rules (which is a consequence of deﬁnitions in Section 5), but also never fell below the values
obtained using the majority approach (which is not their necessary consequence). Even more importantly, the
obtained values of inaccuracy and imprecision do not seem unrealistically high or low.
(ii) The choice of values of method parameters had a much greater impact on the ruleset quality than the choice of the
method itself. Whereas even methods relying on quite different theoretical principles yielded rulesets of comparable
quality, inappropriate values of parameters turned the method from a useful one to a quite useless one.
8. Conclusions
The paper has dealt with quality measures of rules extracted from data, though not in the usual context of individual
rules, but in the context of whole rulesets. Three kinds of extensions of measures already in use for classiﬁcation rulesets
have been proposed and example results of extensive tests on rulesets extracted with four important data mining methods
have been presented. For all three proposed extensions, the validity of a ruleset for an object coincides with the traditional
deﬁnition if a classiﬁcation ruleset with Boolean antecedents is considered. In addition, the concept of ROC curves has been
generalized, to enable investigating the dependence of general rulesets on parameter values of the extraction method.
The extent of the paper did not allow more than only to sketch the basic ideas of the proposed approaches and to include
results for the best known benchmark data set, Fisher iris data. Nevertheless, even these results alone indicate that the ap-
proach is feasible and can contribute to the ultimate objective of quality measures: to allow comparing the knowledge ex-
tracted with different data mining methods and investigating how the extracted knowledge depends on the values of their
parameters.
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